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A B S T R A C T   

Carbon-fibre-reinforced-polyetherketonketone (CF/PEKK) has attracted increasing interest in the aviation in-
dustry due to its self-healing properties and ease of recycle and repair. However, the machining performance of 
CF/PEKK is not well understood and there is a lack of optimization study for minimizing its hole damage and 
improving the production efficiency. Here, we report the first multi-objective optimization study for CF/PEKK 
drilling. A hybrid optimization algorithm integrating Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) and 
Techniques for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is deployed to obtain the Pareto 
solutions and rank the multiple solutions based on closeness to ideal solutions. To highlight the impact of 
different matrix properties on the optimization outcome, comparative study with conventional thermoset carbon 
fibre reinforced epoxy composite (CF/epoxy) is carried out for the first time. Experimental validation shows the 
proposed method can achieve 91.5–95.7% prediction accuracy and the Pareto solutions effectively controlled the 
delamination and thermal damage within permissible tolerance. The vastly different optimal drilling parameters 
identified for CF/PEKK as compared to CF/epoxy is attributed to the thermoplastic nature of CF/PEKK and the 
unique thermal/mechanical interaction characteristics displayed during the machining process.   

1. Introduction 

In order to reduce the carbon footprint for the benefit of the global 
economy, environment and social well-being, utilization of more sus-
tainable materials and enhancing materials manufacturing efficiency 
become ever important for the modern aerospace industry [1,2]. In 
recent years, carbon fibre reinforced thermoplastics (CFRTPs), particu-
larly carbon fibre reinforced polyetherketoneketone (CF/PEKK), have 
been increasingly used in new generation light-weight aircraft structures 
[2–4]. Compared to conventional thermoset carbon fibre reinforced 
plastics (e.g. CF/epoxy) [5], CF/PEKK offers excellent mechanical per-
formance and better interlaminar/intralaminar fracture toughness 
[6,7]. The thermoplastic nature of the PEKK matrix also opens a new 
avenue towards aircraft self-repair [8] and recycling [9], making CF/ 
PEKK a promising candidate for more sustainable aircraft structures. 

Although certain CFRTP parts can be manufactured into net shape or 
assembled through welding [10], mechanical fastening through riveting 
holes still remains an imperative joining process [11,12], particularly 
for load bearing components [13,14] and joints consisting of dissimilar 
materials (e.g. metal/CFRTP). Drilling, being the most efficient hole 
making technique, is still widely used in the aircraft assembly process 
[15]. Similar to drilling of CF/epoxy, CFRTP suffers from hole damage 
(such as delamination [4], burrs [16], hole circularity surface [17], 
microstructural damages [18], etc) when improper/sub-optimal drilling 
conditions are deployed. These damages will inevitably affect the hole 
quality, lower the component’s mechanical performance and subse-
quently compromise the aircraft reliability. Unsatisfactory hole quality 
(e.g. delamination damage) can account up to 60% part rejection in 
aircraft assembly [19]. To date, the drilling performance of CFRTP re-
mains a significant but understudied subject in the literature [20,21], 
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and optimizing drilling parameters for new generation CFRTP plays a 
crucial role in low-damage, high-efficiency and cost effective future 
aircraft sustainable manufacturing. 

Most of composite drilling optimization studies in the literature have 
been focused on conventional CF/epoxy [22]. Since the optimization 
usually involves multiple objectives (e.g. a range of hole quality metrics 
and production efficiency, etc), some early researchers dealt with such 
multi-objective optimization problem using the weighted sum method 
[23]. Specifically, a set of weighting factors were deployed to convert a 
multi-objective problem into a traditional single-objective solution. For 
instance, Feito et al. [24] designed a full factorial experiment for multi- 
objective optimization of CF/epoxy drilling. Analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was utilized to reveal the effect of feed rate, cutting speed and 
tool geometry on drilling thrust force, torque and hole delamination. 
The relationship between input and output variables was established by 
means of response surface methodology (RSM). The multi-objective 
problem was converted to a single-objective problem through assign-
ing weighting factors according to the relative importance of each 
objective. Results showed that low feed rate (0.05 mm/rev) was pref-
erable under all conditions. However, the optimal cutting speed can be 
greatly affected by the value of weighting factors assigned to each 
objective. In another study by Feito et al. [25], optimization of CF/epoxy 
woven composite drilling was conducted under different tool wear 
conditions. Optimization results suggest the optimal cutting speed 
should be increased from ~25 m/min to ~100 m/min with growing tool 
wear. Soepangkat et al. [26] developed an integrated back propagation 
neural network-particle swarm optimization (BPNN-PSO) method for 
CF/epoxy drilling. Experiments validated the satisfactory prediction 
performance of BPNN-PSO with error less than 5% and the micro-
structural/delamination damages were effectively minimized under the 
optimal feed rate (79 mm/min) and spindle speed (2933 rpm). Abhishek 
et al. [27] applied a fuzzy embedded harmony search (HS) algorithm for 
CF/epoxy drilling optimization. When compared with genetic algorithm 
(GA), HS showed better efficiency in searching optimal solutions with 
less computational cost. For the above-mentioned studies, by incorpo-
rating multi-objective functions into a single scalar fitness function, a 
single optimal solution which minimizes/maximizes the overall per-
formance can be achieved. However, such optimization results may be 
biased as they depend highly on the assigned weight factors, which are 
usually based on expert knowledge or personal preferences [28]. Addi-
tionally, the optimization study on machining of CFRTP, particularly 
CF/PEKK drilling, is very limited. 

In recent years, several researchers deployed ‘Pareto method’ in 
multi-objective optimization of composite drilling. A set of optimal so-
lutions (Pareto front) rather than a single optimal solution were ob-
tained, hence an insight into trade-off between multiple objectives can 
be established. Sardinas et al. [29] was the first to utilize such method, 
where GA algorithm was used to optimize two conflicting objectives in 
CF/epoxy drilling (material removal rate and delamination damage). 
Later, Wang et al. [30] developed a method integrating BPNN, Non- 
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) and fuzzy c-means 
clustering to optimize the CF/epoxy drilling thrust force, delamination 
damage and production efficiency. Nine representative solutions were 
selected from the Pareto front for experiment validation and the model 
showed average errors of 3.21% and 1.11% for thrust force and 
delamination prediction, respectively. Despite these promising results, 
the large number of solutions present in the Pareto front remains a 
challenge for determining the most appropriate/satisfactory solution for 
experimental verification and practical implementation. 

Development and utilization of multi-criteria decision making 
(MCDM) algorithms could effectively address the above mentioned 
challenge by selecting the preferable solution from the set of Pareto 
optimal solutions [31]. Techniques for Order of Preference by Similarity 
to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is a highly effective MCDM method [32]. This 
method evaluates and finds the optimal solution based on the criteria 
that preference is given to those solutions with the closest Euclidean 

distance to the ideal solution and largest distance to the negative-ideal 
solution. TOPSIS is highly computationally efficient and has good 
comprehensibility in evaluating various alternatives and achieving 
rational trade-off between criteria [33]. Jadhav et al. [34] proposed an 
optimization method combining artificial neural network (ANN), GA 
and TOPSIS for improving the performance of Nimonic C-263 superalloy 
cryogenic assisted turning. This hybrid approach achieved a prediction 
accuracy over 93 % and has effectively improved the closeness factor. Li 
et al. [33] carried out multi-objective optimization of CF/epoxy trim-
ming combining neural network and TOPSIS to minimize surface 
roughness, tool temperature and tool flank wear. The optimal solutions 
have effectively improved the closeness coefficient and the prediction 
accuracy was verified by experiment. Liu et al. [35] deployed a hybrid 
approach combining GA-BP neural network, NSGA-II and TOPSIS for 
multi-objective optimization of high speed CF/PEEK milling. The pre-
diction accuracy was over 90% and the optimal milling parameters 
selected from the Pareto front have effectively eliminated the surface 
defects such as fibre fracture and matrix smearing. Despite the effec-
tiveness of TOPSIS, hybrid methods integrating multi-objective optimi-
zation and TOPSIS is still in its infancy and such hybrid optimization has 
never been attempted under the context of composite drilling. 

Here we report the first multi-objective optimization study for CF/ 
PEKK drilling with the aim of minimizing hole damage (thrust force and 
delamination damage) and maximizing production efficiency (material 
removal rate). It is the first time a multi-objective optimization algo-
rithm (NSGA-II) was integrated with a MCDM algorithm (TOPSIS) to 
determine the top-ranking composite drilling solution within the Pareto 
front. Additionally, given CF/PEKK’s distinctly different thermal/me-
chanical properties from conventional CF/epoxy, we hypothesize that 
the optimization results of the two materials may not be directly 
transferable. Therefore, the optimization of thermoset CF/epoxy drilling 
is also conducted to verify our hypothesis and establish new insights into 
the impact of different matrix properties / drilling performance on the 
optimization outcome. The optimization results for both composites 
were then verified by experiments to demonstrate the validity of the 
proposed method. 

2. Experiment setup 

2.1. Materials and drilling experiment setup 

CF/PEKK laminates were manufactured from unidirectional (UD) 
prepregs using heated press following supplier’s specifications [36]. CF/ 
epoxy laminates (manufactured with T700S/2592 UD prepregs) were 
provided by Shenzhen Jinjiuyi Electronic Technology Co., Ltd, China. 
Both composites were 3 mm in thickness and consist of 22 plies to form a 
cross-ply stacking sequence. The composite laminates were cut by water 
jet into 120 mm square workpiece. Both composites contain 60 vol% 
carbon fibre of the same grade with modulus of elasticity and tensile 
strength of 240 and 4.8 GPa, respectively. 

The drilling experiment was carried out under dry condition 
following established setup [4] using 3 axis Deckle FP3A CNC machine 
(Heidenhain TNC 355 system, see Fig. 1 (a)) and Aitefasi drill bits 
(Aitefasi Tools Co., Ltd, China, TiAlN coated solid carbide drill, see Fig. 1 
(b)). A full factorial experiment was performed using four levels of 
spindle speeds (S) and five levels of feed rates (Ff ), see Table 1. The 
drilling parameters are selected in accordance with the literature [4,18] 
and tool suppliers’ recommendation. Under each set of drilling param-
eters, three holes were made to ensure repeatability. To eliminate the 
impact of tool wear, each new drill bit was only used for drilling 3 holes 
and then replaced. The thrust force was measured using a dynamometer 
(Kistler 9272) coupled with charge amplifier (5070A) and data acqui-
sition unit (5697). The maximum hole wall temperature was captured 
using a 125 Hz FLIR A6751 thermal camera. It is worth noting that for 
thrust force measurement and hole delamination damage evaluation, 
the holes were made near the centre of workpiece. For ease of 
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temperature measurements, separate holes were drilled 0.5 mm from 
the composite edge following previous study [37], see Fig. 1 (c). 

2.1.1. Delamination factor 
The drill-out delamination damage images were captured by an 

Alicona infinite focus microscope and then analysed using Matlab 
R2021b. The relevant geometric parameters for determining delamina-
tion damage are defined in Fig. 1 (d) and delamination factor Fda can be 
calculated following Eqs. (1)–(3) [38]: 

Fda = α Dmax

Dnom
+ β

Amax

Anom
(1)  

β =
Adam

Amax − Anom
(2)  

α = 1 − β (3)  

2.1.2. Material removal rate 
Material removal rate (MRR) describes the material removing effi-

ciency during a machining process and is an important parameter for 
production efficiency evaluation. The function of MRR (fMRR) can be 
expressed as: 

fMRR
(
Ff , S

)
= πR2SFf (4)  

where R, S, Ff are drill bit radius, spindle speed and feed rate. 

2.2. Multi-objective optimization 

A hybrid multi-objective optimization method combining second- 

Fig. 1. (a) Drilling experiment setup (b) Drill bit geometry (c) Schematic showing the hole positions for temperature and thrust force / hole delamination evaluation 
(d) Schematic showing the hole delamination damage. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 

Table 1 
Drilling parameters used for the full factorial experiment.   

Spindle speed S a(rpm) Feed rate Ff (mm/rev) 

Level 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5  

1327 2654 3981 5308  0.025  0.05  0.1  0.15  0.2 

a4 levels of spindle speeds S correspond to cutting speed 25, 50, 75, 100 m/min.  
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order polynomial regression, NSGA-II and TOPSIS is deployed here for 
attaining optimal solutions which balances the trading-off between hole 
quality metrics and MRR. First, in Section 3, second-order polynomial 
regression model is used to find the mapping between response variables 
(thrust force, hole wall temperature and delamination factor Fda) and 
machining parameters (feed rate Ff and spindle speed S). Then, the 
optimal non-dominated solutions (Pareto solutions) can be obtained 
through NSGA-II algorithm in Section 4. Finally, the TOPSIS method is 
deployed to rank the multiple Pareto solutions according to their prox-
imity to the ideal solution, hence identifying the top-ranking solutions, 
in Section 5. The flow-chart in Fig. 2 shows the multi-objective opti-
mization procedure in this study. 

3. Regression model and analysis of variance 

To establish the relationships between individual response variables 
(i.e., thrust force, maximum hole wall temperature Tmax and delami-
nation factor Fda) and design variables (i.e., feed rate Ff and spindle 
speed S), a second-order polynomial regression model was established 
following Eq. (5) [24]: 

ym = p0 +
∑k

i=1
pixi +

∑k

i=1
piixi

2 +
∑k− 1

i=1

∑k

j=2
pijxixj (5)  

where p0, pi, pii, pij are constants, xi, xj are independent input drilling 

parameters and ym is a response variable for drilling performance 
evaluation (k = 2 in this case). 

ANOVA was deployed to reveal the influence of the drilling param-
eters on the resulting response variables. Interaction between feed rate 
Ff and spindle speed S and their second order terms were considered for 
ANOVA. 

3.1. Thrust force analysis 

Thrust force is considered to be the main reason causing delamina-
tion damage as well as hole sub-surface microstructural damage in 
composite drilling [4], and therefore it should be minimized during 
optimization for the improved hole quality. Fig. 3 (a) shows the typical 
thrust force of CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy drilling and the average was 
taken for the ‘stable cutting’ phase (between P-I and P-II) for further 
analysis. The regression function of the thrust force fF can be expressed 
as: 

fF
(
Ff , S

)
= p0 + p1Ff + p2S+ p11Ff

2 + p22S2 + p12Ff S (6)  

where Ff is feed rate, S is spindle speed, p0, p1, p2, p11, p22 and p12 are the 
coefficients for the regression model and values are shown in Table 2. 
The R-Squared (R2) values > 0.85 suggest the satisfactory quality of the 
regression model [39] and its prediction accuracy will be further veri-
fied by experiments in Section 5. 

The response surfaces of thrust force for the two composites are 

Fig. 2. The flow chart of the proposed multi-objective optimization procedure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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shown in Fig. 3 (b). It is clear that for both composites, the thrust force 
shows significant increase with feed rate and decreases slightly with 
spindle speed, see Fig. 3 (c, d). This shows good consistence with the 
findings reported in drilling of CF/PEEK [18] and CF/epoxy [40]. The 
drastic increase of thrust force with feed rate can be explained by the 
considerably increased thickness of material being removed and the 
slight declining of thrust force with spindle speed could be the result of 
the thermal softening of matrix under high temperature induced by the 
enhanced tribological interaction [41]. It is worth mentioning that the 
thrust force of CF/PEKK is up to ~50 N higher than CF/epoxy. This 
could be due to the presence of softened and continuous CF/PEKK chips, 
which are hard to evacuate, hence induced additional resistance at the 
tool/workpiece interface during drilling [37]. 

Table 3 shows the ANOVA results for thrust force generation in CF/ 

PEKK and CF/epoxy respectively. It is clearly evident that for both 
composites, feed rate is the most influential factor on the thrust force 
(96.10% contribution for CF/PEKK and 98.72% for CF/epoxy). In 
comparison, the impact of spindle speed on the thrust force is much 
lower (1.99% for CF/PEKK vs. 0.92% for CF/epoxy). The second order 
terms of Ff, S and their interaction (Ff S) have negligible influence on the 
resulting thrust force, with p values > 0.05 being statistically insignifi-
cant. The ANOVA results for CF/epoxy drilling showed good consistency 
with previous studies [24,42,43], where the feed rate is the most 
influential factor on thrust force (contribution > 85%) while the 
contribution from the spindle speed was significantly lower (<5%). 
Despite the vastly different properties of CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy, the 
contributions of feed rate and spindle speed on the resulting thrust force 
appear to be at a similar level. 

Fig. 3. (a) Representative force signals in drilling of the two composites (Ff = 0.2 mm/rev, S = 1327 rpm); (b) Response surfaces of thrust force of the two com-
posites; (c) Contour of CF/PEKK thrust force with spindle speed and feed rate; (d) Contour of CF/epoxy thrust force with spindle speed and feed rate. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 2 
Coefficients for regression models of thrust force, Tmax and Fda in drilling of CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy.   

Material p0 p1 p2 p11 p22 p12 R2 RMSE 

Thrust force 
(N) 

CF/PEKK  84.006  770.859  − 0.0117  995.455 1.269E-06  − 0.0232  0.986  6.988 
CF/epoxy  54.875  746.286  − 0.0073  192.897 3.803E-07  0.0126  0.997  2.870 

Tmax 

(◦C) 
CF/PEKK  165.714  − 1858.864  0.0378  5728.124 − 5.208E-06  − 0.0013  0.892  14.881 
CF/epoxy  79.386  − 848.354  0.0271  2608.883 − 3.408E-06  − 0.0125  0.884  8.197 

Fda CF/PEKK  1.7498  − 10.0782  − 1.9002E-04  58.5381 3.3064E-08  − 2.2215E-04  0.853  0.099 
CF/epoxy  0.9231  7.7404  6.8357E-06  14.2998 − 2.6492E-09  3.3268E-05  0.907  0.227  

Table 3 
ANOVA results for thrust force in drilling of CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy.  

Source CF/PEKK CF/epoxy 

Sum of squares F-value P-value Contribution Sum of squares F-value P-value Contribution 

Ff  68797.07  986.31 2.22E-14  96.10%  56651.14  4813.62 3.62E-19  98.72% 
S  1427.83  20.47 0.000476  1.99%  527.37  44.81 0.000010  0.92% 
Ff

2  190.48  2.73 0.120669  0.27%  7.15  0.61 0.448615  0.01% 
S2  99.84  1.43 0.251401  0.14%  8.97  0.76 0.397342  0.02% 
Ff S  97.37  1.40 0.257094  0.14%  28.72  2.44 0.140553  0.05% 
Residual  976.53  – –  1.36%  164.76  – –  0.29% 
Total  71589.12  – –   57388.12  – –  –  
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3.2. Hole wall temperature 

When the drilling temperature exceeds the glass transition temper-
ature (Tg) of the polymer matrix, the composite mechanical properties 
can be significantly degraded and thermal damage can be induced [44]. 
The highest hole wall temperature was captured when the drill bit 
cutting edge fully emerged from the workpiece and a typical tempera-
ture field image is shown in Fig. 4 (a). The maximum hole wall tem-
perature (Tmax) is used for further analysis in this work. The regression 
function fT of Tmax can be calculated following Eq. (7) and the values of 
coefficients are shown in Table 2. The R-Squared (R2) values are higher 
than 0.85, which is considered an indicator of good regression perfor-
mance [39]. The prediction accuracy will be further verified through 
experiment validation in Section 5. 

fT
(
Ff , S

)
= p0 + p1Ff + p2S+ p11Ff

2 + p22Ff
2 + p12Ff S (7) 

The response surfaces of Tmax of CF/PEKK vs. CF/epoxy are depicted 
in Fig. 4 (b). For both composites, the maximum hole wall temperature 
showed a significant decline with feed rate, as high feed rate can reduce 
the tool-workpiece engagement time and eliminate the heat accumula-
tion effect. It is notable that the Tmax of CF/PEKK has exceeded/ 
approached the matrix’s glass transition temperature (Tg = 160 ◦C) at 
low feed rate, however the CF/epoxy Tmax has never exceeded its Tg 
(130 ◦C). For both composites, the Tmax firstly increased and then 
decreased with the spindle speed. The initial increasing trend can be 
attributed to the enhanced tribological interaction at high relative speed 
between the tool and the workpiece [41], which accelerated the fric-
tional heat generation. As the spindle speed further increased, the tool- 
workpiece contact time was significantly shortened, hence reducing the 
heat accumulation effect. In comparison with CF/epoxy, the Tmax of CF/ 
PEKK is up to ~100 ◦C higher. The drilling induced CF/epoxy chips are 
mostly in powdery form according to previous studies by Ge et al. [37] 
and Xu et al. [45]. Due to thermoset epoxy’s better thermal stability, the 
softening of CF/epoxy under machining induced high temperature is 

rather limited. The fine chips are relatively stiff and can be evacuated 
efficiently, resulting in minimum chip/tool bit interaction. In contrast, 
CF/PEKK is highly thermosensitive. The severe softening of the material 
leads to adhesion of continuous ductile CF/PEKK chip onto the cutting 
tool. The chips’ compliance to the cutting edge results in enlarged tool- 
chip contact length and generates more frictional heat [37]. Our findings 
exemplify the strong influence of composite’s thermal/mechanical 
properties on the resulting chip morphology, which consequently affect 
the drilling induced temperature. 

ANOVA results of Tmax are shown in Table 4. For both CF/PEKK and 
CF/epoxy, feed rate is still the most influential factor (68.61% and 
66.86% contribution, respectively). The second order terms of feed rate 
start to show increasing significance on the Tmax (15.42% and 11.28% 
for CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy, respectively). This means that, the Tmax is 
not only affected by feed rate and spindle speed, but also more a complex 
contribution from other sources (including both first order and second 
order terms). 

3.3. Delamination factor analysis 

Delamination damage typically occurs at composite hole-exit as a 
result of Mode-I interlaminar opening fracture [46,47]. The typical bi-
nary images of delamination damage in drilling of CF/PEKK and CF/ 
epoxy are shown in Fig. 5 (a) and the delamination damage factor Fda are 
quantified [38]. The regression function fD of Fda can be calculated 
following Eq. (8) and the values of coefficients are shown in Table 2. R- 
Squared (R2) values > 0.85 suggest the satisfactory performance of the 
proposed regression models [39]. The prediction accuracy of the models 
will be further verified by experimental results. 

fD
(
Ff , S

)
= p0 + p1Ff + p2S+ p11Ff

2 + p22S2 + p12Ff S (8) 

The response surfaces for delamination factor Fda can be seen in 
Fig. 5 (b) and it is evident that the Fda response surfaces against feed rate 
and spindle speed are markedly different for the two composites. As 

Fig. 4. (a) Representative temperature field in drilling of the two composites (Ff = 0.025 mm/rev, S = 3981 rpm, black arrow shows the drilling direction; (b) 
Response surface of Tmax in drilling of the two composites; (c) Contour of CF/PEKK Tmax with spindle speed and feed rate (d) Contour of CF/epoxy Tmax with spindle 
speed and feed rate. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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shown in Fig. 5 (b-d), Fda of CF/PEKK first declines and then grows with 
both feed rate and spindle speed, while that of CF/epoxy consistently 
increases with feed rate and is insensitive to spindle speed. This differ-
ence can be attributed to the different delamination damage mecha-
nisms of CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy. Delamination damage of CF/PEKK 
shows typical thermal-mechanical interaction characteristics [37]. Its 
high drilling temperature (approaching/exceeding the Tg) can soften the 
thermoplastic PEKK matrix and weaken its resistance against deforma-
tion. Therefore, under low feed rate (Ff ≤ 0.05 mm/rev), even the thrust 
force is quite low, the high drilling temperature (see Fig. 4) can dete-
riorate the PEKK matrix’s stiffness and cause high Fda. At high feed rate 
(Ff ≥ 0.1 mm/rev), the high thrust force (see Fig. 3) takes over the 
dominance on Fda due to Mode-I opening fracture. This explains why Fda 
of CF/PEKK first decreased and then increased with feed rate. In 
contrast, the delamination damage of CF/epoxy is solely caused by the 
high thrust force and its mechanical properties are less dependent on 
temperature. CF/epoxy exhibits more substantial delamination than CF/ 
PEKK, and the largest Fda value doubles that of the CF/PEKK. This could 
be a result of the extremely low interlaminar fracture toughness of CF/ 
epoxy (0.277 N/mm vs. 1.564 N/mm of CF/PEKK) [6,48]. The CF/epoxy 

delamination factor Fda results reported in this study shows good 
consistence with the previous work by Davim et al. [49] and Gaitonde 
et al. [50], where lower feed rate was in favour of reducing delamination 
damage at hole exit. The significantly different delamination damage 
seen for CF/PEKK suggests the material would require distinctly 
different optimal drilling parameters. 

Table 5 shows the ANOVA results of Fda. For CF/PEKK, the second 
and first order terms of feed rate are the top two influencing factors, with 
a contribution of 48.79% and 30.72%, respectively. The second order 
term of spindle speed also has a contribution of 5.02%. This is distinctly 
different from the results for CF/epoxy, where feed rate is the only 
significant influencing factor on Fda (contribution 90.29%). Our ANOVA 
results for CF/epoxy are closely in line with the literature [24,51,52], i. 
e., the feed rate contribution towards Fda is greater than 80% and is far 
higher than the contribution of the spindle speed. Interestingly, drilling 
of CF/PEKK has led to a drastically different delamination damage 
variation trend as compared to CF/epoxy. Such discrepancy can be 
attributed to the thermosensitive nature of CF/PEKK. High delamination 
at low feed rate may be due to the matrix softening at high machining 
temperature [53], which weakens the matrix/fibre bonding and hence 

Table 4 
ANOVA results for the maximum hole wall temperature Tmax in drilling of CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy.  

Source CF/PEKK CF/epoxy 

Sum of squares F-value P-value Contribution Sum of squares F-value P-value Contribution 

Ff  28059.43  88.70 1.95E-07  68.61%  7758.38  80.83 3.43E-07  66.86% 
S  422.17  1.33 0.267347  1.03%  444.72  4.63 0.049282  3.83% 
Ff

2  6307.19  19.94 0.000534  15.42%  1308.34  13.63 0.002415  11.28% 
S2  1681.78  5.32 0.036950  4.11%  720.20  7.50 0.015977  6.21% 
Ff S  0.33  0.001 0.974868  0.00%  28.20  0.29 0.596314  0.24% 
Residual  4428.95  – –  10.83%  1343.71  – –  11.58% 
Total  40899.84  – –  –  11603.54  – –  –  

Fig. 5. (a) Representative hole delamination damage binary images for CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy (Ff = 0.2 mm/rev, S = 1327 rpm); (b) Response surface of 
delamination factor Fda in drilling of two composites; (c) Contour of CF/PEKK delamination factor Fda with spindle speed and feed rate; (d) Contour of CF/epoxy 
delamination factor Fda with spindle speed and feed rate. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 
of this article.) 
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results in more severe delamination damage. 

4. Multi-objective optimization 

In composite drilling, decreasing thrust force can help suppress the 
hole wall sub-surface damage and reduce hole-exit delamination dam-
age [4]. As such, minimizing thrust force is considered a way of 
improving the hole quality. Material removal rate (MRR) on the other 
hand, characterizes the machining efficiency of the drilling process, 
hence is preferably maximized. Here, the thrust force, hole-exit delam-
ination damage factor Fda and MRR are the three optimization objectives 
considered in this study and multi-objective optimization is conducted 
to identify a set of solutions to achieve the global optimization (trade 
off) between hole quality and the machining efficiency. Additionally, Fda 
and Tmax should be constrained to ensure the delamination and thermal 
damage are within an acceptable range [30,35]. The objective functions, 
constraints and design spaces for the composite drilling optimization 
can be expressed as follows: 

Minimize (fF , fD, − fMRR)

Subject to 0.025 ≤ Ff ≤ 0.2  

1327 ≤ S ≤ 5308 (9)  

fD ≤ 1.4  

fT ≤ Tg  

where fF, fD, fMRR, fT are functions of thrust force, Fda, MRR and Tmax, 
which can be found from Eqs. (4) and (6) - (8). The cutting speed S and 
feed rate Ff are set to discrete values associated with practical drilling 
operation [30]. The discrete step size of S is 1 rpm and that for Ff is 
0.001 mm/rev. 

4.1. Multi-objective optimization using NSGA-II algorithm 

NSGA-II is an effective algorithm extensively used in multi-objective 
optimization problems [54]. It uses fast non-dominated sorting 
approach and crowding distance operator to achieve faster convergence 
and better population diversity near the Pareto front. More detailed 
information about the non-dominated sorting approach and crowding 
distance operator of NSGA-II method deployed in this study can be 
found in the Supporting information SI.1. 

4.2. The Pareto front 

The Pareto front can be obtained through NSGA-II to best balance the 
trade-off between the different drilling response variables. The resulting 
Pareto front can be significantly affected by the size of population (k) 
and number of iteration (N) used in the algorithm. Therefore, a para-
metric study is conducted to determine the appropriate k and N and the 
pareto solutions obtained under different k and N can be found in 
Support information SI.2 and SI.3. Results show that the pareto solutions 

for CF/PEKK are more evenly distributed within the objective space with 
increasing k and N. For k = 400 and N = 100, a satisfactory distribution 
of Pareto solutions can be achieved, and the Pareto solutions gradually 
converged into a true Pareto front. For CF/epoxy, the Pareto solutions 
showed a much faster convergence with a true Pareto front at k = 100 
and N = 30. For fair comparison between CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy, k =
400 and N = 100 were selected for NSGA-II, considering its excellent 
convergence. The size of cross probability is 0.9 and the mutation 
probability is set to 1/3, following previous study [30]. 

The Pareto solutions and corresponding design variables for CF/ 
PEKK and CF/epoxy are shown in Fig. 6. The range of design variables 
and objective variables covered by the Pareto solutions is visulaized in 
Fig. 7. For CF/PEKK, the Pareto front consists of 400 Pareto solutions in 
the objective space, with wide spreading feed rates and spindle speeds in 
the design space. The design varible ranges are: feed rate 0.036–0.164 
mm/rev and spindle speed 2941–5308 rpm. The Pareto solutions covers 
thrust force ranging from 80.7 to 189.0 N, Fda ranging from 1.0000 to 
1.4000, and MRR ranging from 4391 to 24564 mm3/min. Such a wide 
spread of the Pareto solutions resulted in a Pareto front in a 3D surface. 
In contrast, the Pareto front of CF/epoxy features a single curve in the 3D 
objective space with only 34 Pareto solutions. Compard to CF/PEKK, the 
Pareto solutions of CF/epoxy covered a much narrower range (thrust 
force: 47.3–74.7 N, Fda: 1.0916 to 1.3920, and MRR: 3750–8700 mm3/ 
min). The corresposning design variables are: feed rate 0.025–0.058 and 
spindle speed 5308 rpm. 

It is worth noting that the spindle speed for CF/epoxy converges to a 
single value (5308 rpm), the upper limit within design range. This is 
because, with increasing spindle speed, two of the objectives (MRR and 
thrust force) evolved to more optimized value (decreased) while Fda 
remained unchanged, see Eq. (4), Fig. 3 (d) and Fig. 5 (d). The highest 
spindle speed 5308 rpm within the design space can provide both 
satisfactory hole quality and high drilling efficiency. It is also worth 
mentioning that the range of feed rate for CF/epoxy is considrably lower 
than that for CF/PEKK. As indicated by Fig. 5, considering the low 
interlaminar fracture toughness of CF/epoxy (0.277 N/mm vs. 1.564 N/ 
mm of CF/PEKK [6,48]), the level of feed rate for CF/epoxy has to be 
restricted in order to ensure Fda < 1.4. On the other hand, ultilization of 
low feed rate should be avoided for CF/PEKK drilling due to the 
poetntial high temperature (>Tg) and severe delamination generated by 
such condition (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). 

The results suggest that the maximum allowable feed rate of CF/ 
PEKK is 183% higher than that of CF/epoxy, see Fig. 7(a). This correlates 
to machining efficiency (in terms of MRR) three times greater than that 
of CF/epoxy, see Fig. 7(e). Although the corresponding maximum thrust 
force is higher, the resulting Fda for CF/PEKK is still within the allowable 
range, indicating the holes are of satifscatory quality, see Fig. 7(d). The 
range of thrust force, MRR and Fda covered by the Pareto solutions for 
CF/epoxy in this study is similar to results reported by Wang et al. [30]. 
However, due to the additional design variable (i.e. tool point angle) 
envolved in [30], their data features multi-curve plots rather than a 
single curve feature. By revealing the Pareto front of CF/PEKK drilling 
and comparing with that of thermoset CF/epoxy, we highlight how 
different materials properties and their drilliing performance can 

Table 5 
ANOVA results for the Fda in drilling of CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy.  

Source CF/PEKK CF/epoxy 

Sum of squares F-value P-value Contribution Sum of squares F-value P-value Contribution 

Ff  0.414689  29.26024  0.000092  30.72%  9.997926  135.567767 1.38E-08  90.29% 
S  0.001601  0.11296  0.741782  0.12%  0.002313  0.031363 0.861970  0.02% 
Ff

2  0.658701  46.47758  0.000008  48.79%  0.039307  0.532985 0.477394  0.35% 
S2  0.067797  4.78373  0.046197  5.02%  0.000435  0.005902 0.939852  0.00% 
Ff S  0.008908  0.62853  0.441124  0.66%  0.0002  0.002709 0.959228  0.00% 
Residual  0.198414  –  –  14.70%  1.03248  – –  9.32% 
Total  1.35011  –  –  –  11.072661  – –  –  
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influence the ranges of objectives. This further emphasize the impor-
tance of considering material properties when conducting future 
optmization work in relation to composite machining, as the optimiza-
tion outcome can be highly material property dependent and case 
sensitive. 

Fig. 6 suggests that for CF/epoxy, the improvement of MRR can only 
be achieved by simultaneously increasing the thrust force and Fda. This 
is however, at the price of compromised hole quality. In contrast, for CF/ 
PEKK, the trade-off between the objectives is more complex. To better 

reveal the trade-off as well as the correlation between design variables 
and objectives, a self-organizing map (SOM) is deployed for this work. 
SOM was previously employed in optimization studies including com-
posite curing [54,55], aerostructure design [56] and social science [57]. 
In this work, SOM is constructed for the first time in the context of 
composite machining to visuallize the complex interaction between 
drilling parameters and drilling performance, see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. SOM 
is a type of artificial neural network that is trained by unsupervised 
competitive learning to create a discretized representation of the input 

Fig. 6. The pareto solutions and corresponding design variables for drilling of CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Visualization of the range of (a-b) design variables, and (c-e) objective variables covered by the Pareto solutions. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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space [54]. 12 × 12 neurons were initialized with random weight vector 
and an initial input vector (including design variables and objectives) 
was randomly selected from the Pareto solutions. Each node is then 
examined to calculated the distance between its weight vector and the 
input vector and hence the Best Matching Unit (BMU) can be obtained. 
The different values of design variables and objectives are denoted by 
the different colors and elements in the same position in the maps, and 
these represent a set of design variables and their corresponding ob-
jectives on the Pareto front. 

From SOM of CF/PEKK in Fig. 8, it is clear that the feed rate (Ff) map 
has a similar distribution with thrust force and MRR, indicating a pos-
itive correlation between the design variable Ff and the two optimization 
objectives. The effect of feed rate on Fda is more complex, as indicated by 
the different color distribution in the map. It is worth noting that for 
lower and upper feed rate limit (top right and botom left of Ff map), 
relatively high Fda can be induced (top right and bottom left of Fda map). 

For spindle speed, its map showed markly different color distribution 
with the thrust force, Fda and MRR maps. Even at the same level of 
spindle speed (i.e. the same color region on spindle speed S map), the 
three objective functions can vary significantly, indicating spindle speed 
has no significant influence on the three objectives. On the other hand, 
the optimizaton objective maps for thrust force and MRR have similar 
color distribution, this implies increasing the CF/PEKK MRR can only be 
achieved at the cost of increased thrust force. The trade-off between Fda 
and MRR is non-monotonic, considering their significantly different 
color distribution. However, it is worth noting that the maximum MRR 
can only be achived with the highest Fda (see bottom left of MRR and Fda 
maps). 

For SOM of CF/epoxy in Fig. 9, the map of feed rate is similar to all 
the three objective maps, indicating a strong positive correlation be-
tween the feed rate and the objectives. The single color spindle speed 
map is consistent with the converged single value (5308 rpm) obtained 

Fig. 8. Self-organizing map of the multi-objective optimization results in drilling of CF/PEKK. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 9. Self-organizing map of the multi-objective optimization results in drilling of CF/epoxy. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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from the Pareto solutions. 

4.3. Convergence evaluation 

The convergence of the optimization is evaluated using the average 
values of the objectives in the Pareto solutions [51], see results in 
Supporting information SI 4. The average thrust force, Fda and MRR 
stabilize at the 20th generation for CF/PEKK and the 10th generation for 
CF/epoxy. The different levels of average objectives between CF/PEKK 
and CF/epoxy are consistent with results in Fig. 6. Therefore, the Pareto 
solutions obtained for the 100th generation is deemed reliable in this 
study. 

5. Decision making based on TOPSIS and verification 

The Pareto solutions obtained from Section 4 contain a large number 
of optimal solutions. However, for practical composite drilling, a spe-
cific set of drilling parameters should be identified from the Pareto so-
lutions [51], and this can be achieved by ranking all the available 
alternatives through MCDM. In this study, TOPSIS is deployed to rank 
the Pareto solutions based on the distance of one solution to the ideal 
positive solution (IPS) and ideal negative solution (INS) [33]. The dis-
tances are defined as S+

i and S−
i , respectively. The overall performance 

index C*
i of each Pareto solution based on its proximity to the ideal so-

lution can be calculated by: 

C*
i =

S−
i

S+
i + S−

i
(i = 1, 2, ...,m) (10)  

where 0 ≤ C*
i ≤ 1 with C*

i approaching 1 deemed a better performance 
index. More detailed procedures for the TOPSIS method can be found in 
Supporting information SI.5. 

The ranking of the Pareto solutions for CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy can 
be found in Fig. 10. The most satisfactory solutions (Rank1) are sum-
marized in Table 6. Two composites showed the same optimal spindle 
speed (5308 rpm), but the optimal feed rate (Ff = 0.144 mm/rev) of CF/ 
PEKK is 152.6% higher than that of CF/epoxy. The different optimal 
drilling parameters obtained for the two composites can be attributed to 
the disparate drilling performance as a result of their distinctly different 
mechnical and thermal properties. CF/PEKK delamination damage is 
highly sensitive to temperature (especially when approaching/ 
exceeding Tg). This can soften the composite plies and deteroriate their 
resistance against bending-induced interlaminar fracture [4]. Therefore, 
low feed rate that leads to severe heat accomulation should be avoided 
for CF/PEKK, as indicated by Fig. 4. For CF/epoxy on the other hand, the 
delamination damage is more sensitive to high thrust force (due to its 
low Mode-I interlaminar fracture toughness [48]), but less susceptible to 
high temperature as shown in Fig. 5. As such, high feed rate should be 
avoid for CF/epoxy in order to minimize severe delamination damage. 
Under the optimized drilling conditions, although CF/PEKK generates 
134% higher thrust force than CF/epoxy, it can still achieve satisfactory 
hole quality with acceptable delamination damage (Fda < 1.4) and 
13.5% lower maximum hole wall temperature. Most importantly, CF/ 
PEKK shows more superior machinability as compared to CF/epoxy, 
with 152.6 % higher MRR. 

To verify the accuracy of our regression model, five representative 

Fig. 10. Ranks of Pareto solutions obtained by TOPSIS and the corresponding design variables for drilling of CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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solutions with different rankings were selected for CF/PEKK and CF/ 
epoxy respectively for experimental validation, and the predicted and 
experimental values of thrust force, Fda and Tmax are summarized in 
Table 7 and Table 8. For CF/PEKK, the mean relative errors between 
experimental and predicted results are 5.6% for thrust force, 6.0% for 
delamination factor Fda, and 4.6% for maximum hole wall temperature. 
For CF/epoxy, the associated errors are 4.3%, 7.6%, and 8.5%, respec-
tively. The small range of errors in our validation results is comparable 
to previous published CFRP drilling studies [30,58], implying the 
acceptable prediction accuracy of our second-order regression model. 
Through multi-objective optimization using the proposed hybrid 
method, Tmax and delamination damage can be well constrained to 
eliminate excessive thermal and hole delamination damage. 

The validity of the multi-objective optimization is further verified by 
evaluating the performance index C*

i in Table 7 and Table 8. The top- 
ranking solutions correlate to the highest C*

i value (closest to 1) from 
the experiment verification, confirming the validity of the parameter 
ranking. To demonstrate the advantage of our multi-objective optimal 
solutions over single-objective-best solutions, C*

i values were also 
compared for both scenarios, see Table 9. It can be seen that compared to 
single-objective-best solutions, C*

i of the multi-objective optimal solu-
tions can achieve 13.4%− 67.6% performance improvement for CF/ 
PEKK and 29.6%− 83.3% improvement for CF/epoxy. Compared to 
previous studies where the optimization problem was dealt by con-
verting multi-objective problem into a single-objective one [24,25,26], 
our approach shows better robustness and reliability. The complex 
trade-off relationship between multiple objectives can be effectively 
visualized and the best closeness to the ideal solution (with optimal 
values of all objectives) can be achieved. This means the proposed new 
approach not only achieved better trade-off between different objec-
tives, but also attained the optimal closeness to the ideal solution. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper reports the first multi-objective optimization for carbon 
fibre reinforced thermoplastic (CFRTP) drilling. A hybrid optimization 
algorithm integrating Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II 
(NSGA-II) and Techniques for Order of Preference by Similarity to 
Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is proposed for drilling of CF/PEKK, with the 
aim of accurately predicting the composite’s drilling performance, 
obtaining the Pareto optimal solutions and ranking the multiple alter-
natives based on their proximity to ideal solutions. This work also pre-
sents the first comparative study on the optimal drilling conditions of 
thermoplastic CF/PEKK and thermoset CF/epoxy, to reveal the impact of 
composite matrix thermal-mechanical properties / machining perfor-
mance on the final optimization outcome. By deploying the more 

sustainable CF/PEKK composite and enhancing its manufacturing effi-
ciency, we believe this work will have a long-lasting impact on sus-
tainable manufacturing of next generation composites and contribute to 
a greener aviation industry. This study will not only provide important 
parametric guidance for sustainable manufacturing of next generation 
CFRTP but will inspire new lines of research such as development of 
novel CFRTP cutting tools and predictive machining damage models for 
CFRTP. The main conclusions and future recommendations are as 
follows:  

• Thermoplastic CF/PEKK and thermoset CF/epoxy showed similar 
ANOVA results for thrust force and maximum hole wall temperature, 
with feed rate being the most influential factor (contribution >95% 
for thrust force and >65% for hole wall temperature). However, 
ANOVA results for delamination factor suggested that the second 
order term of feed rate was the most influential factor for CF/PEKK 
delamination damage (48.8% contribution), whereas the first order 
term of feed rate dominated the delamination of CF/epoxy (90.3% 
contribution). Such difference can be attributed to the thermoplastic 
nature of CF/PEEK and its distinctly different thermal-mechanical 
properties as compared to CF/epoxy.  

• When compared with CF/epoxy, CF/PEKK drilling generated up to 
~50 N higher thrust force, ~100 ◦C higher maximum hole wall 
temperature, but significantly lower delamination damage. This is 
related to the different chip formation mechanisms of CF/PEKK, the 
associated tool/chip/workpiece interaction, as well as the material’s 
high Mode-I interlaminar fracture toughness.  

• The second-order polynomial regression model can well predict the 
thrust force, maximum hole wall temperature and delamination 
damage factor of both CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy (4.3%− 8.5% relative 
error). With the proposed hybrid optimization method, Pareto so-
lutions which meet the temperature/delamination constraints have 
been identified and the overall optimized performance with trade-off 
between hole quality and production efficiency has been achieved. 
The complex interaction between the design varibles and the ob-
jectives in composite drilling was visulaized for the first time through 
self-organizing map. By revealing the Pareto front of CF/PEKK dril-
ling and comparing with that of thermoset CF/epoxy, we revealed 
the impact of different matrix properties on the composites drilling 
performance, which subsequently influence the ranges of optimal 
objectives.  

• With proper ranking of multiple Pareto solutions through TOPSIS, 
the most satisfactory solutions identified for CF/PEKK are: feed rate 
= 0.144 mm/rev and spindle speed = 5308 rpm; and for CF/epoxy: 
feed rate = 0.057 mm/rev and spindle speed = 5308 rpm. This 
verifies the necessity of considering composite matrix thermal- 

Table 6 
The top-ranking solutions identified by TOPSIS for CF/PEKK and CF/epoxy.  

Materials Design variables Objectives (experimental value) Maximum hole wall temperature Tmax(◦C) 

Feed rate (mm/rev) Spindle speed (rpm) Thrust force (N) Delamination factor Fda MRR (mm3/min) 

CF/PEKK  0.144 5308  159.8  1.2350 21,601  67.8 
CF/epoxy  0.057 5308  68.3  1.2703 8550  78.4  

Table 7 
Predicted and experimental values of thrust force, Fda, Tmax and relative errors in CF/PEKK.  

Rank Feed rate 
(mm/rev) 

Spindle speed 
(rpm) 

Thrust force (N) Delamination factor Fda Tmax (◦C) Performance index C*
i 

Pre Exp Error Pre Exp Error Pre Exp Error 

1  0.144 5308  170.1  159.8  6.4%  1.2655  1.2350  2.5%  69.7  67.8  2.7%  0.6414 
100  0.128 5308  155.4  148.1  5.0%  1.1909  1.0839  9.8%  74.6  71.6  4.2%  0.6325 
200  0.091 5217  123.4  117.7  4.8%  1.1206  1.0532  6.4%  98.8  95.5  3.4%  0.5207 
300  0.089 3990  124.7  120.5  3.4%  1.0059  1.0727  6.2%  113.1  110.0  2.8%  0.4085 
400  0.055 2941  101.4  93.2  8.6%  1.0638  1.1205  5.1%  146.7  133.4  9.9%  0.3622 
Error (Ave)  – 5.6%  –  6.0%  –  4.6%  –  
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mechanical properties when conducting future optimization work in 
composite machining, as the optimization outcome can be highly 
material property dependent and case sensitive.  

• Under the optimal drilling parameters, CF/PEKK generates 134% 
higher thrust force than CF/epoxy. However, it can still achieve 
satisfactory hole quality (delamination damage factor Fda < 1.4) and 
13.5% lower maximum hole wall temperature. Most importantly, 
CF/PEKK shows more superior machinability with 152.6 % higher 
machining efficiency as compared to CF/epoxy. 

• Future work would benefit from more advanced mathematical/nu-
merical models that consider temperature effects on the hole quality/ 
damage. Also, additional metrics for hole quality evaluation (e.g. 
burr formation, hole geometrical accuracy and hole wall micro-
structure/surface roughness) and tool wear may be considered as 
optimization objectives in future research, to better control the 
machining quality. 
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